Position of Emergency Medical Technician in Rescue Team in Traffic Accidents
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Abstract
Emergency medical technician plays important role in saving traffic accidents victims. Emergency medical teams in Serbia consist of three members: a doctor, a EMT and a driver. In accidents with one victim, each member has specific position. For treating patients system “Stay and Play” is used in Serbia. It means that all procedures are done on the scene. EMT is doctor’s assistant in some procedures such as endotracheal intubation, aspiration, monitoring, immobilizing etc. Some procedures have to be done by EMT alone or with firefighter or policeman as chief of the team. For instance: cervical spine stabilization with collar, extremity immobilization, IV cannulation, fixation of the patient on board etc. Extraction from the wreckage is specific. EMT has to stabilize head and cervical spine and coordinate between doctor and firefighters at the same time.
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Introduction
Emergency medical teams in Serbia consist of three members: a doctor, a EMT and a driver. All of them have specific position in taking care of wounded in traffic accidents.

Case Report
On July 27th 2017, dispatcher received phone call about traffic accident on regional road near the town. The detailed information was: two vehicles, three victims, one trapped in wreckage. Two teams were sent and the second team arrived first at the scene. Doctor examined the critical patient in wreckage first. EMT did several things; firstly: identified other patients, secondly: triaged them and both were “yellow”, thirdly -treated the injured. Technician did the first survey and identified injuries. Then he immobilized crashes and banded the wounds. After that he did second survey and waited for the first team. When the first team arrived on scene, EMT reported all information about patients to the doctor from the first team. With that he completed his first mission in saving victims [1].

Second mission is saving the patient from the wreckage with his main team. EMT went to the doctor from his team and received information about the patient who was “red” and still blocked in wreckage therefore had to be treated on the scene. EMT entered the car through the broken window and inserted IV cannula in patient’s right arm. By the order of the doctor he connected IV infusion of saline solution and opened it in the jet. Then he was set noninvasive cardiac and SpO2 monitor. At the same time the doctor kept opened airway, gave support to the patient and coordinated extraction from the wreckage with his main team. Next assignment for EMT was cervical spine. Patient was in a specific position: the broken leg, 2. EMT held head and neck, 3. the driver held spinal board and 4. Three firefighters pulled the patient out from the crashed vehicle. When patient was completely on the board the members of the both teams took hold of the board and put it on a stretcher. Doctor mounted head blocks while the technician and the driver mounted spider belts. When EMT checked the monitor, electrodes, IV route and the belts it could be preceded with the transport.’

Discussion
Emergency medical technician plays important role in saving traffic accidents victims. Though all emergency medical teams have three members, sometimes technician has to take full responsibility for patient treatment. In mass casualties EMT has very important role: triage of all the injured and categorizing them in red, yellow, green or black groups with cards and START triage system. If the number of casualties is from three to five the team needs to contact another team to help.
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“complex” triage system is used for all emergency teams: medical, firefighters and police (Figure 1). First member from each team uses this system for triage and categorizing victims. Medical team, if arrived second, divides: doctor treats the most serious patient while EMT triages, does first then second survey and treatment for all other victims. After arrival of other medical teams, EMT and the doctor treat one patient [2].

For treating patients system “Stay and Play” is used in Serbia. It means that all procedures are done on the scene. EMT is doctor’s assistant in some procedures such as endotracheal intubation, aspiration, monitoring, immobilizing etc. Some procedures have to be done by EMT alone or with firefighter or policeman as chief of the team. For instance: cervical spine stabilization with collar, extremity immobilization, IV cannulation, fixation of the patient on board etc. Extraction from the wreckage is specific. EMT has to stabilize head and cervical spine and coordinate between doctor and firefighters at the same time (Figure 2).

Conclusion

After traffic accident in Serbia medical team has to complete many procedures at the scene and then start the transport to the hospital. During these procedures, EMT has great responsibility and patient treatment quality depends on his work.
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